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I

NEO-ECONOMY: EMBRACING DECENTRALIZATION

The 21st century sees a sharp increase in political, military, and economic
competition. A country's competitive position in the world is measured by the
strength of its economy. Since 2009 bitcoin was created, the decentralized
economy became the trending research topic on google in 2021. Many developing
countries try their best to find a way to decentralize their high-cost operations and
optimize possible resources.
Decentralization, as opposed to centralization, is the procedure through which a
firm's operations, especially those concerning planning and management, are
spread or outsourced away from the centralized, dominant place, group, and
bureaucracy. It is definitive as a component of the decentralized economy since it is
a set of commodities that enable the community to have sovereignty over an
individual’s wealth without requiring third parties, such as a bank.
The idea of a decentralized economy has lately been utilized to produce dynamism
and strategic management in private enterprises and organizations, political science
and education, law, and public governance. The World Wide Web and blockchain
have a lot to do with decentralization, since virtual currencies have managed to
escape economic stability to the free trade zone, at a level that systematically
maximizes cash production and consumption without fraudulent activities. When
general public people speak about a decentralized economic system, it is
considered relinquishing a traditional assumption which all people in general have
inherited from state banks and government credit control such as the Federal
Reserve, Internal Revenue Service, and SEC.
Financial technology, aka Fintech, is one of the main technologies that support
decentralized regulation development moving forward. Blockchain is an invention
that attempts to interact with conventional systems of transaction confirmation and
execution. It is a developing business that employs technology to enhance activities
in people's daily lives. As long as there is internet and energy, the blockchain
technology network will function twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, for
the next three hundred and sixty –five days a year.
Decentralization has resulted in governance being spread across several regions.
Sectorial polls, as is well known, are considered second-order elections, because
they are less important than first-order elections since there is less danger involved.
This has two major repercussions. As a result, when decentralization occurs, there is
indeed a trade-off between transparency and effectiveness. Second, second-order
elections have far fewer voters than first-order elections. Low turnout is a serious
democratic problem, particularly in decentralized countries, because it is
consistently skewed against the least well-off.
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Till now, the functional perspective on social capital has been, at best, a subsidiary
topic in macroeconomic talks about budget decentralization on both the spending
and income sides. Social capital is an important input as well as a valuable potential
consequence of decentralization. The overall inventory of social capital, as well as its
variations, may have an impact on the balance of advantages and costs associated
with decentralization. In the short term, the higher the gains of decentralization, the
much more social capital there is. In the long run, decentralization's net benefit will
be decided by its capacity to promote the formation of social capital. The short-run
relationship is supported by empirical evidence on the effects of decentralization in
different types of countries. Decentralization will result in fewer public services
being provided in regions with limited human and social resources. Things are a bit
different in the long term. Political and financial decentralization alters institutional
structures, which may have a beneficial impact on social capital. However, as new
institutional science has repeatedly demonstrated, informal institutions are
extremely important for economic and political success. Only when changes in
formal institutions can affect changes in informal institutions will the greatest
favorable benefits of decentralization emerge. As a result, the causal relationship
between decentralization and social capital is not guaranteed, and large delays are
conceivable.
A recent economic research identified five key impacts of decentralized finance on
economic growth:
Financial inclusion and fair access to finance: Individuals in many parts of
the world lack easy access to financial services. Through the use of
blockchain technology, users from all over the world now have access to
financial services they would not have had otherwise. There are 1.7 billion
citizens worldwide who have no access to a bank account, according to
data released by the World Bank.(World Bank 2021 data) Individuals in
emerging economies, where traditional banks are not readily available,
may use blockchain technologies to enable these services. One usage is
the use of blockchain for fast money transfers between countries that are
free of significant fees and delays (Areddy 2021) Without the use of a
central exchange, decentralized finance reconstructs the conventional
financial system without using middlemen. As a result, it has a significant
democratizing effect on the finance sector. Decentralized finance is
democratizing investment options for large segments of the population
that were previously excluded from financial markets.
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Tackling corruption and building trust: Growth economists view
transparency and public trust as the key determinants of improving
economic growth. Blockchain technology has the potential to play a
critical role in blocking corruption in government and building public
transparency. Its technology is unique in that it combines permanent and
tamper-evident record keeping with real-time transaction transparency
and automated smart contract functionality. Blockchain has the ability to
increase public trust in such systems. The potential to disintermediate and
decrease the number of actors engaged in grant awarding, disbursements,
and management could speed up the process, save costs, and lessen the
risk of illegal money siphoning. Transparency through decentralization is a
crucial characteristic of blockchain-based solutions, allowing all
participants to see and verify data. Some citizen services could benefit
from a blockchain technology that allows for verification of government
claims. Sweden, Estonia, and Georgia, for example, are exploring
blockchain-based land registers, which allow different parties to securely
maintain copies of the registration. This model may be useful in resolving
property disputes fast or preventing them completely. When people and
governments share records, the risk of mistrust is reduced.
Transparent corporate disclosure: Concerns over opaque or concealed
beneficial company ownership have risen in the wake of recent corruption
scandals around the world. Secretly controlled firms can readily be used to
launder money, pay bribes, or persuade government investment for
self-interested reasons. In order to better track potential conflicts and
illegal conduct, many governments are beginning to build central registry
for beneficial business ownership. Blockchain-based registries that are
tamper-proof and widely accessible could provide much-needed
transparency and disclosure.
Securing government data: In today's digital environment, personal data
breaches have become commonplace. Governments are attractive targets
for hackers because they are the primary record keeper for society. Rather
than accepting such attacks as a cost of conducting business in the
information age, they could be minimized or avoided by using blockchain
data structures responsibly. Such data structures strengthen network
security by lowering the chance of a single point of failure, and they can
make initiating a breach prohibitively difficult.
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Reducing government expenditure & increasing efficiency in
government sectors: Government agencies must carry out their missions
while also managing limited resources appropriately. Blockchain could be
a lifeline for government leaders balancing budgets on a knife's edge.
Blockchain technologies, when used correctly, may minimize
redundancies, speed processes, reduce audit burden, improve security,
and maintain data integrity. Government's continuous difficulty with
reconciling intragovernmental transactions as an example of how
blockchain solutions could improve efficiency. There are large amounts of
unreconciled money in the government budget at any given time. The
process of balancing these funds is time-consuming, costly, and
inconvenient for the budget. A blockchain-based payment and accounting
system might provide a lasting audit trail and allow for faster
reconciliation.
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II

WETUX: OPEN LIQUIDITY
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Center to the decentralized economy is open liquidity. By conventional definition,
liquidity refers to the efficiency or ease with which an asset or security can be
converted into ready cash without affecting its market price. The most liquid asset
of all is cash itself.
In other words, liquidity describes the degree to which an asset can be quickly
bought or sold in the market at a price reflecting its intrinsic value. Cash is
universally considered the most liquid asset because it can most quickly and easily
be converted into other assets. Tangible assets, such as real estate, fine art, and
collectibles, are all relatively illiquid. Other financial assets, ranging from equities to
partnership units, fall at various places on the liquidity spectrum.
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For example, if a person wants a $1,000 refrigerator, cash is the asset that can most
easily be used to obtain it. If that person has no cash but a rare book collection that
has been appraised at $1,000, they are unlikely to find someone willing to trade
them the refrigerator for their collection. Instead, they will have to sell the collection
and use the cash to purchase the refrigerator. That may be fine if the person can
wait for months or years to make the purchase, but it could present a problem if the
person only had a few days. They may have to sell the books at a discount, instead
of waiting for a buyer who was willing to pay the full value. Rare books are an
example of an illiquid asset.
Market liquidity refers to the extent to which a market, such as a country's stock
market or a city's real estate market, allows assets to be bought and sold at stable,
transparent prices. In the example above, the market for refrigerators in exchange
for rare books is so illiquid that, for all intents and purposes, it does not exist.
The stock market, on the other hand, is characterized by higher market liquidity. If
an exchange has a high volume of trade that is not dominated by selling, the price a
buyer offers per share (the bid price) and the price the seller is willing to accept (the
ask price) will be fairly close to each other.
Investors, then, will not have to give up unrealized gains for a quick sale. When the
spread between the bid and ask prices tightens, the market is more liquid, when it
grows the market instead becomes more illiquid. Markets for real estate are usually
far less liquid than stock markets. The liquidity of markets for other assets, such as
derivatives, contracts, currencies, or commodities, often depends on their size, and
how many open exchanges exist for them to be traded on.
Any economy is only as strong as its underlying liquidity is. The current
state-of-affair of crypto-assets related liquidity leaves a lot to be desired. In view of
this, Wetux is working on an open liquidity framework, that truly embraces the
decentralization philosophy, for the neo-economy. Such a framework entails a
significantly large host of complex and subtle components, among which,
incentive-implementations are of great importance, as they play a primary role in
drawing dormant crypto assets into the pool of active liquidity.

A OnChain Extractable Value:
Miner extractable value (MEV) is a measure of the profit a miner (or
validator, sequencer, etc.) can make through their ability to arbitrarily
include, exclude, or re-order transactions within the blocks they produce.
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One of the first forms of MEV that users suffered from was front running
done by bots that merely replicated users transactions with a higher gas
price so that miners would pick their more expensive transactions over
others. Although front running has evolved, and it's no longer represented
in that form, miners are now taking advantage of such attacks. Front
running occurs when miners are making a profit by placing their specific
transaction right before the users, making the later one fail while the
miners transaction is successful and profitable. This occurs because the
miners are able to reorganize transactions at their own will, using their
position of privileged information to execute a trade first by taking
advantage of the trading opportunities the users transactions signal.
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Alongside front running, the most common MEV attacks also include back
running, which refers to miners making a profit by taking advantage of
how the execution of the users transactions will change the market
conditions and placing their specific transaction right after the users.
A sandwich attack is the combination of the above two to specifically
make a profit and take advantage of the users’ submitted transaction.
All of these forms of MEV can only be executed by miners, as they are the
only ones who have the power to organize transactions within a block. This
type of value extraction can occur because of the Ethereum mempool
design, since the only motivation for miners to include transactions into a
block is the amount of rewards they will obtain.
Wetux builds proprietary algorithms to enable our bots to scan across the
various blockchain platforms, consolidate profitable transactions, and
front-run them to extract value. We focus mostly on transactions that are
found in DeFi platforms featuring Automated Market Making and
Liquidation.
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B FlashLoan Pooling:
Flash loans are a relatively new form of uncollateralized loans available to
traders on some decentralized finance (DeFi) protocols based on a
blockchain network (Ethereum). This type of loan allows traders to borrow
unsecured loans from lenders without intermediaries. Flash loans have
become popular and advantageous because they give its users the ability
to arbitrage and trade in ways that weren't possible before.
Flash loans are smart contracts. This is a feature of blockchain technology
that prevents funds from leaving one account to the other unless certain
obligations have been fulfilled. When a flash loan has been issued, the
smart contract rules ensure that the borrower pays back the loan before
the transaction ends. If this condition isn't met, the smart contract reverses
the transaction and it's like the loan never happened in the first place.

1. Take flash loan

3. Repay loan + interest

2. Go-wild
(loan)

In the case of traditional lending, lenders require borrowers to have
collateral to issue out loans and if they fail to meet the terms of that loan,
the lender can still get their money back using the collateral. However, an
unsecured loan in this case doesn't mean the lender wouldn’t get their
funds back if things go south. It just means they will get it back in a
different way.
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Traditionally, there are a lot of processes involved in qualifying and
acquiring a loan. If a person qualifies and is issued a loan, they will most
likely pay back by depositing certain amounts steadily over months or
years. In the case of flash loans in decentralized finance, the process is
instantaneous. A DeFi flash loan has three main steps, the first is receiving
the loan, the second is using the loan for a productive purpose, and then
paying back the loan all in a rapid process.
For beginners, this might be difficult to get your head around so here's a
simpler summary. For a flash loan, all you need to do is ask a lender to lend
you some money - let's say $50,000 in ETH. Once they approve, $50,000
of borrowed capital will be available for you to trade with but you must use
and pay back that loan in the same transaction which usually lasts for only
a few seconds. This may sound bizarre but that’s because we have tailored
how we think to flow with the traditional way of performing transactions.
Flash loans help traders make a profit without risking their money. They can be used
for many things such as the following:
Arbitrage opportunities: Traders use flash loan transactions to make a
profit by spotting price discrepancies across price exchanges and
exploiting time. Assuming the price of a token varies on different
exchanges, a trader can use a flash loan and a separate smart contract to
purchase tokens from one exchange at $2,000 and sell them on another
exchange for $2,500 generating $500 profit. Following that, the trader
repays the loan and keeps the profit.
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Collateral Swaps: In this case, one collateral is used to quickly replace the
other used to secure the user’s loan.
Reduced transaction fee: Since a flash loan combines several transactions
into one (in some cases), the service fee is reduced. The cost of the
transaction is then charged on the loan amount so the borrower suffers
lower fees.

Wetux does not try to build full-fledged Flash Loan platforms, but rather pooling
capital in major ones so as to gain optimal yield on the deployed principal. While the
profit of each individual loan is not sizable, compounding the large amounts of them
over time across multiple platforms gave a rather sizable ROI.

III

WETUX PRESENCE
A Ethereum is the dominant blockchain platform with the most TVL and
DApps in the crypto space. Wetux is primarily built to interact with top
DeFi services such as MKR, UNI, AAVE, LDO and CRV.

B Binance Smart Chain provides a full-fledged environment for developing
high-performance DApps. It was built for cross-chain compatibility with
Binance Chain to ensure that users get the best of both worlds, Wetux
included

C Avalanche

improves scalability without compromising speed or
decentralization. Three blockchains make up its core platform: the
Exchange Chain (X-Chain), Contract Chain (C-Chain), and Platform Chain
(P-Chain).

D Polygon aims to bring the multi-chain future closer to reality by offering a
framework for creating scaling solutions compatible with Ethereum. Their
sidechain is approved by even the Bitcoin community.
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E Solana is a blockchain network focused on fast transactions and high
throughput. It uses a unique method of ordering transactions to improve
its speed. The expansion of DeFi services on Solana has been impressive.

F Near is a layer-1 blockchain that uses Nightshade, a unique sharding
technology, to achieve scalability. It also offers cross-chain interoperability
through the Rainbow Bridge and a layer-2 solution called Aurora.

IV

ECONOMICS AND GOVERNANCE

Central to the economics of Wetux is the Wetux native token, also named WETUX.
WETUX is a BEP-20 token, with a total supply of 600,000,000. More specific details
about our token can be found on its contract at:
https://bscscan.com/token/0x58f0c2fd4b7b0fbac97c9cc71a5eb810627734c8

Our platform allows users to stake WETUX and earn free tokens. It is that simple and
straightforward. The staking rewards and interest rates will be predetermined, and
the staked principals are locked during the staking period. The rates are adjusted
periodically and prevailing details are given on our website.
Wetux is fully decentralized and community governed. Wetux token holders who
staked their token for an extended period of time will be given voting power so as
they may participate in the protocol governance.
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It is also worth noting that a portion of proceedings from Wetux’s proprietary
OnChain Extractable Value and FlashLoan Pooling activities will be used to buy
back WETUX on open markets. These bought-back tokens are burnt periodically,
benefiting token holders.
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V

TEAMS

Jack Campbell - CEO
Jack completed his Dual Degree in Mathematics and
Financial Economics from the University of Toronto. He had a
wonderful time at Standard Charter and JP Morgan, working
on tackling the sharing economy models. His core ideal for
Wetux is to design a strong and diverse baseline upon which
the neo-economy can rest.

Kallen Trembley - CFO
Kallen considers himself a WallStreet graduate given his time
at the investment banks there. With his in-depth expertise in
investment finance, he provides a much needed economic
heavy lifting in the design of Wetux’s open liquidity
framework and its incentive mechanisms.

Cortney Morrison - CTO
Cortney started his IT career as a security researcher, focusing
on finding zero-day vulnerability in financial websites. He
attended various Capture-the-Flag contests and generally
came out among the top. He now brings his expertise into the
crypto world, fortifying the technical baseline of Wetux.
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Joss Harris - Head of Business Development
Joss is the main architect that designs our business
development strategies. He leads the effort executing those
strategies so as to expand and explore new business
opportunities. He is also responsible for directing approaches
to drive cost-benefit analysis and financial modeling on our
platform.

Noah Fortin - Head of Community Development
Building the community is among the most important pillars
of any decentralized project. Noah shoulders this great task,
and is responsible for expanding and improving community
services. He also plays a key role in planning our marketing
campaigns, and seeing them through.

Albert Wilson - Head of Data Science
Albert was an ex-Googler working in their Data Science
department. Albert’s key responsibility is in crunching and
mining the on-chain data in order to optimize Wetux’s
liquidity. On-chain data analysis plays an important role in
Wetux operations, especially when it concerns the cash flow.
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